CHARACTER
INITIATIVE
MISSION

The Philanthropy Roundtable’s Character Initiative aims to help donors develop a framework
for advancing character formation through their giving, and to build a productive network of
philanthropists who will share ideas, best practices, and grantmaking strategies in this field.

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

We take a modern-day

We provide philanthropists

We aim to inspire donors,

approach to answering the
age-old question: “How do
people become who they are?”

with a fresh, holistic lens
to evaluate initiatives that
attempt to form character and
transform lives.

practitioners, and our nation’s
leaders to see our current
cultural moment as one that
hungers for a revived moral
consciousness.



Provides private consultations on potential character grants and institutions



Roundtable experts act as a liaison for donors and compelling practitioners.



Identifies social entrepreneurs to lead ambitious, creative experiments in building new
character-forming institutions



Conducts solicitation-free conferences and intimate private donor retreats



Convenes a community of donors, doers, and thinkers capable of asking powerful questions



Just released: a groundbreaking guidebook on the most successful character formation programs
across culture, life stage, and service sector.

THE FABRIC OF CHARACTER

Visit PhilanthropyRoundtable.org for timely articles from
Philanthropy magazine, event recaps, or to request a copy of
one of our guidebooks.

The Fabric of Character
A Wise Giver’s Guide to Supporting Social and Moral Renewal

$15.00
ISBN 978-0-9978526-2-2

51500

PhilanthropyRoundtable.org
(202) 822-8333

Free copies of this guidebook are available to qualiﬁed donors.

9 780997 852622

SNYDER

What is character and how do you shape it? This question has
preoccupied parents, teachers, clergy, and leaders since time
immemorial. But it takes on vital importance in our era. While
the complexity and autonomy of life in the twenty-first century
call for character more than ever, the conditions under which such
character is forged are in trouble. How do we replenish the store
of moral capital in such a diverse, individualistic, consumerist,
and stressed society? How do we encourage a shared pursuit of
the good? This book aims to break open a new path for donors
interested in launching a character revival. Through inspirational
stories of exemplary organizations, and a powerful set of 16
questions that you can use to evaluate your own, this book will
equip philanthropists to shape existing initiatives that attempt to
transform lives, and to build new ones.

The Fabric of
Character
A Wise Giver’s Guide to Supporting Social and Moral Renewal
Anne Snyder
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Fabric of character



Community health



Class divide



Cultural measures



Storytelling



Impact of technology



Religion

“

“

AREAS OF
EXPERTISE

The Philanthropy Roundtable’s approach on this important topic is truly inspiring and
sets an important framework for thinking about character formation. I encourage both
practitioners and philanthropists to use this framework as they think about cultivating
character in people of all ages and in all walks of life.
— Heather Templeton Dill, John Templeton Foundation

The Philanthropy Roundtable’s Character Initiative is led by Anne Snyder. She works with
donors who are passionate about reviving the country’s moral consciousness. Interested in
becoming involved?

Anne Snyder
Director, Character Initiative
asnyder@PhilanthropyRoundtable.org
202.420.1608

